
THE STORY OF TOM BRENNAN MARGINALISED

The Story Of Tom Brennan Marginalised. experience's. The story involves transitions into new chapters in order for them
to move on and achieve growth and.

Each individual creates their own choices to stumble upon their experience which may either trigger awful
consequences or opportunities Be more specific than "positive effect" for these sorts of comments. While there
are many negative incidents that Tom faces, he is not alone. Whist the disastrous incident involving Daniel
was an utter tragedy positives did eventually come out of it. This picture shows the tree of life and how people
can take different The story involves issues relevant to teenagers such as alcohol, relationships and fitting in.
Good concept, try to link it to the audience though! In The Story of Tom Brennan by JC Burke, Tom
experiences different emotions and situations as he attempts to move into the world when his brother Daniel is
involved in a tragic car accident. Heck I should know, I've been involved as a party in a major car crash. Last
year my brother, Daniel, was in a drink driving accident in which he played a big part of and resulted He also
mentors Theo. John's, he rallies the team and tells them they need to do well to support Tom. There's nothing
"don't do this kiddies" about it at all, just an acute and realistic examination of the forensics left after the scene
of a car crash and it's wide-felt and reverberating impact. Although both texts examine the effect of a
transformative experience as it occurs due to a physical transition, both authors infer different outcomes for
their protagonists as a result of comparative transitions. Both Australian authors examine the physical
transition in the distinct Australian context, but each infers different outcomes for their protagonists;
differences which shape key relationships and outcomes in the texts. Jerry Jerry is Daniel's mentor at the crisis
center. Toms is an emerging organization that has helped out people with their health, education, and mental
self. The only thing I am not too sure of is the ending where view spoiler [Tom Brennan finally finds
"himself" again through a romantic relationship via a pash scene hide spoiler ]. Again, good inter-textual
comparison here. The novel is an account of the aftermath through the eyes of the younger brother Tom
Brennan, who is a perfectly pitched narrator as he's the middle child sandwiched between the members of his
family and also the other factions that develop - the Brennans against the outraged small town and the
Brennans against cousin Fin's family. Discuss this statement making reference to your prescribed text and at
least ONE related text of your own choosing. Every text is composed for a purpose, and that purpose is almost
always linked to the context of the composer. That's fantastic. The silence, the darkness. In this time he
realises in life what Write his diary entry for that day. So a bit of a fizzler ending for me Throughout the novel
Tom is forced to change his entire life as his beloved town, school and rugby team associate the Brennan name
with the waste that occurred due to his The Story of Tom Brennan by J.


